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DESCRIPTION
Zephyr 2016 „Startup India‟, the technical fest of TCET, was celebrated from 30 th
September-2nd October 2016. The various type of events included technical events
like TPP, Tech Debate, Robowars, IC Racers etc; Fun events comprised of
Scavenger Hunt, Treasure Hunt, Glow TT, Laser Tag, Circuit Breaker etc; and how
can one forget about the Lan Games like DOTA-2, NFS, Counter Strike and
Ground Events Box Cricket, Rink Football, Human Foosball, Blind Volleyball
which were major crowd luring events. The 3-day fest witnessed an approximate
crowd of 6000+ which made the sponsors like Edelweiss, Solace, Endeavour,
WERT, Save Pocket Money, etc happy and content. Technical Festival was
organized to enhance the technical skills as well as managerial skill which will
enhance the overall skill of the student through various platform with the keen
vision that further it would help in the augmentation of name, fame, and growth of
the institute.
On 1st day i.e 30th September 2016,
inauguration was done by around 10:00 am Principal ,
Deans, I/C Director of MCA after that tech fest was
declared open and it went up for three days till 2nd
October, 2016.

On 2nd day of TCET‟S ZEPHYR, PA was
organized which was the major attraction for the
crowd and it filled the event with great enthusiasm
and energy.

INAUGRATION
The 3rd day of the fest was
marked by the presence of
grandiose crowd who had been
waiting eagerly for the most
monumental
event:
„The
Footloose‟ wherein different
crew had been called upon for BBoeing dance battle. Also a
famous dance group named
„X1X‟ gave an outstanding
performance which every liked.

X1X GROUP
All students participating in technical events were awarded participation
certificates and winners were awarded cash prize and various vouchers. In the
course of three days more than six thousand students participated in various events.
Overall the tech-fest was successful and it was a learning experience for all the
participants and organizers.

 Staff Involved:

1. Dr. B. K. Mishra – Principal
2. Dr. Lochan Jolly – Dean Student and Staff welfare
3. Mr. Vikas Singh- Faculty In charge.
4. Mr. Rohit Kumar Singh- Faculty In charge
5. Mr. Anil Vasoya – Faculty in charge
Sr no

Heads

Staff

Job Assigned

1

Computer event

2

Mechnical related event

3

Electronics related event

4

Ground event

5

General Event

6

Invitation and
Inauguration

Finalizing invitation card and
doing necessary arrangement

7

Permission

To get necessary permission from
institute and outside institute

8

Publicity

Monitoring publicity activity and
revenue collection

9

Sponsorship and Media
Plan

To monitor terms and condition of
MOU

10

Banner and Poster

To Monitor and assist in Banner
and poster

Assist students in respective event

EVENTS CONDUCTED IN TCET-ZEPHYR 2015-2016

Sr
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Name Of Event
Tug Of War
Box Cricket
Human Foosball
Rubix Cube
IC Racers
Brick In Tub
Snakes & Ladder
Whoop Shoot
Salsa Workshop
Blind Volleyball
Rink football
Footloose
Super 6s
Robwars
Circuit breaker
IC jumble
Footpool
Mini Golf
Push Your Talent!
Glow TT
FIFA 16 PS
LINE FOLLOWER
Mathemetical Chess
Mini Militia
Glow Dart
Start-up idea
Words Worth
GLOW CARROM
TREASURE HUNT
Ultimate Coders
Counter Strike
Dota2

No Of
Participation
30
75
1
22
2
27
30
19
116
14
24
83
25
2
15
7
25
4
3
60
87
3
32
237
8
2
10
90
153
7
48
25

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

NFS
Ultimate fifa
Code Uncode
Scavenger Hunt
Guess The Logo
Pocket Tanks
Glow cricket
Blind C
MINUTE TO WIN IT
SHOW YOUR TALENT
Rapid Fire Code quiz
Sitcom Quiz
Rasspberry pi Project Exhibition
Lazer tag
Diffuse the bomb
Technical Debate
Who am I?
PROJECT EXHIBITION
Technical Poster Presentation
Mid-City Madness
Technical Paper Presentation

42
18
12
55
45
9
58
6
35
0
1
15
0
30
5
4
6
5
3
2
12

HUMAN FOOSBALL

SALSA WORKSHOP

TECHNICAL PAPER
PRESENTATION

RINK FOOTBALL

SNAKES & LADDER

Students participation from different colleges
Name Of College
TCET
K.J.Somaiya
Viva College
Thakur Polytechnic
Mithibai College
NMIMS
MMK
TSEC
St.Andrew‟s
SFIT
Rizvi College
SPIT
Bhavan‟s College
D.J Sanghvi
Bhagubhai College
Pathkar College
Sathye College
S.M. Shetty
Lord‟s Universal
St.Rock‟s
Dalmia College
LR Tiwari
TCSC

No. Of Students Participated

Technical Events Winner List

Name Of Event
Project Exhibition
Ic Racing
Robo-Wars
Technical Paper Presentation
Technical Poster Presentation
Ultimate Coding
Blind C
Technical Debate
Code Uncode
Diffuse The Bomb
Start-Up Idea
Line Follower

Name Of Winner
Dhruvin Bhuva and Group
Uddhav Karvir
Rahul Yadav and Group
Pranshu Bhede
Shivam Mehta
Sagar Pathare
Vinay Jaju
Manan and Group
Abhishek Gajji
Aditya More
Rahul Patil and Group
Meet Patel
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OVERALL REPORT
The preparation of Technical festival Tcet‟s Zypher started initially with formation all
core committee by all professional body in month of August after that working and volunteer
committee was formed which had 231 students managing various events and tasks, the details
of all student and their concerned work is mentioned in proposal, once the proposal file was
passed student started with technical activity in which total 52 event were selected and were
given to each committee, after that sponsorship drive, publicity drive started at various institutes
and technical event‟s work started. Around 4,000 students from outside campus were registered.
With 42 core members and a working committee of 33 people each. It became possible to
execute TCET‟s Zephyr on the planned dates.
5 major working teams were formed .They were






In-house Team
Publicity Team
Technical Team
Sponsorship Team
Creative Team

INHOUSE TEAM:

 The in-house team were a bunch of 50 people in which there were 14 in-house heads
and 36 volunteers.
 The budget approved for the in-house team was Rs20,000.
 With 14days and Rs 20,000 in hand the in-house team did a fantastic job of making
various posters for the events.
 Hanging Zephyr and Ground Zephyr models were made using thermocols, tissues,
mount boards, acrylic colours.
 Using thermocol sheets, chart paper and paint various objects like Hole board,
Feedback wall, Selfie-wall were made to highlight the theme of the fest which was
“Star-Up India…..”.
 The Painting work of inhouse team was commendable.

TECHNICAL TEAM:
 No. of events, locations of the events, budget of the events, requirements of events, was
not a easy task; but was accomplished by the team of EM‟s, Tech heads, and volunteers.
 As the budget and time was very less initial management became tough but was
resolved in time.
 There were a total of 52 events comprising of technical, LAN gaming, dance
events, and ground events.
 The major technical events were IC Racers, Robowars, Blind Coding, Ultimate coder,
Technical debate, etc.
 Contraption, a part of Inauguration was also done by few students due to lack of
time. It was difficult to complete contraption within 8 days, but because of
dedication and hard work they successfully completed it on time.
 The approved budget of Rs.1.5 lakhs including the price money was passed by the
management.
 A team of volunteers and technical heads did the job of completing the work of the
events on time within the budget.

PUBLICITY REPORT:
PUBLICITY team was formed well before TCET‟s Zephyr started. There were 17 PRO
appointed by the TCET‟s Zephyr organizing committee. The entire PUBLICITY work of
TCET-ZEPHYR in other colleges was monitored by the 7 Vice-Chairperson’s belonging to
various Professional Bodies of TCET.
The PRO‟s selected their publicity team (juniors) from the students interested in
publicizing TCET‟S Zephyr and formed 6 groups. Instructions were given to the groups &
briefing was done about all the events of TCET‟s Zephyr. The publicity work started as soon
as the registration cards were made available.
From all the colleges in Mumbai, Maximum collection was obtained from none other than
Thakur College of Engineering & Technology. Few colleges demanded two to three rounds of
publicity for TCET‟s Zephyr. With just a few days of publicity remaining, we didn‟t expect
much response from other colleges but juniors of team showed lot of positivity & dedication
towards the work assigned to them.

The colleges that the PRO sent the volunteers to are as follows:


















Thakur College of Engineering &Technology
K.J.Somaiya
Viva College of Engineering
Thakur polytechnic
Mithibai college
NMIMS
MMK
TSEC
St.Andrew‟s
SFIT
Rizvi College
SPIT
Bhavan‟s College
D.J Sanghvi
Bhagubhai College
Pathkar College
Sathye College
S.M. Shetty







Lord‟s Universal
St.Rock‟s
Dalmia College
LR Tiwari
TCSC etc…

At the end of the day one volunteer from the group was asked to report back
with all the collection & registrations to the PRO‟s. All the calculations of the day
were done then the money along with registrations was given to the ViceChairpersons of the respective committees as they were handling the PRO of
TCET‟S ZEPHYR altogether.
With the limited number of days that the PRO‟s had, the publicity team
together successfully managed to raise more thanRs.1,00,000 which was in line
with the target given to us by the TCET‟s Zephyr organizing committee.

SPONSORSHIP TEAM:

 The most difficult tasks in making ZEPHYR‟ 16 a successful event were to bring
sponsors.
 Before the sponsors, it was the core committee members who contributed Rs.500 each
(Rs. 3000 per committee) for gearing up the preparations.
 With 20 days for the event to take place, it was arduous task for the sponsorship team to
achieve the desired target of sponsors.
 However, our 7 sponsorship head had directed the volunteer (35 students) so efficiently
that the target did not seem too far.
 The Sponsorship head along with their team had done a commendable job and managed
to make a contribution of Rs. 275500 (approx.) and many more vouchers and coupons.

Our various sponsors were:
 Food sponsor: Tummy Calling, O Momos, Red Bull, Honky Tonk, Mewad Ice cream, F2
Frankee, Yv Café.
 Style partner: WERT, Metro Shoes, Baginovv Bags, Loreal, Fashion World
 Seminars: Endeavor, IMFS, GEEBEE
 Other sponsors: Solace, Real Guard, Seed Infotech, Edelweiss, Endeavor, Espire
Education, Videocon, Pro-Fit Gym, GoGetGuru, Save Pocket Money, Youth
Incorporated, Tic Tac, Bazzing Studios, Raj Computers, etc.

SWOT ANALYSIS REPORT
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths: TCET‟s Zephyr had the most efficient working members who worked at their best
for making TCET‟s Zephyr a successful event. The faculty members also coordinated with the
students and provided us full support in organising the event. Also the huge campus of TCET
was the major advantage for the festival as it was possible to conduct large number events in the
campus.
Weakness: TCET‟s Zephyr had students participating from various colleges all over the city
and the events like Box Cricket , FIFA‟14 , Dota contributed to most of the crowd as there were
teams participating, therefore crowd management became difficult during the festival.

Opportunities: TCET‟s Zephyr gave a huge platform to the students of TCET to develop their
soft skills as well as technical skills. It included various technical events like TPB, Technical
debate, Blind C, etc which awarded the participants and winners with various certificates and
cash prizes.

Threats: TCET‟s Zephyr had the students of various colleges participating in it and thus crowd
management had become a threat. Also as the event was during rainy season and we had many
ground events taking place in TCET‟s Zephyr therefore handling them during the rains along
with crowd as a big difficulty.

Conclusion: Technical event was ended on high node with added lots of enthusiasm in the
student of institute as they were lots of crowds. In the college in all three days publicity team
submit the list which shows more than 4 thousand students present from different institute on
first days.

Learning: Throughout Technical festival we can provide an opportunity to student to interact
with student of different colleges, different vendor and companies with improve skills in them.

Scope for Improvement: More technical event and proper publicity is scope of improvement
in Technical Festival can be brought into the system through ISO & its implementation at
department/section levels with the opportunities for corrective & preventive actions.

